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Drama is the specific mode of fiction represented in performance: a play, opera, mime, ballet, etc, performed
in a theatre, or on radio or television. Considered as a genre of poetry in general, the dramatic mode has
been contrasted with the epic and the lyrical modes ever since Aristotle's Poetics (c. 335 BC)â€”the earliest
work of dramatic theory.. The term "drama" comes from a Greek word ...
Drama - Wikipedia
Radio drama (or audio drama, audio play, radio play, radio theater, or audio theater) is a dramatized, purely
acoustic performance.With no visual component, radio drama depends on dialogue, music and sound effects
to help the listener imagine the characters and story: "It is auditory in the physical dimension but equally
powerful as a visual force in the psychological dimension."
Radio drama - Wikipedia
The Real-Life Drama Behind 'West Side Story' Written in the mid-1950s, West Side Story showcased adult
themes and harsh language, which was bold for musical productions. Sara Fishko reflects on ...
The Real-Life Drama Behind 'West Side Story' : NPR
drama [n.] 1. a play. 2. plays as a genre. 3. an exciting series of events. - ORIGIN Greek drama, from dran
â€˜do, actâ€™. Oxford Dictionaries. Drama is a craft that allows people to present the written word in
auditory and visual forms.
Drama & Drama Scripts - Aussie Educator
This webpage is for Dr. Wheeler's literature students, and it offers introductory survey information concerning
the literature of classical China, classical Rome, classical Greece, the Bible as Literature, medieval literature,
Renaissance literature, and genre studies.
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